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Web Design in a Nutshell 2001 an introduction to designing web pages that includes information on using html format creating
graphics choosing the right audio and video accents and other related topics
C# in a Nutshell 2002 c in a nutshell provides everything programmers need to know about the c language in one concise and
accessible volume designed as a primary reference for daily use it also includes all the essential background information to become
productive quickly not a how to book or a rehash of microsoft s documentation this book goes to the source of the c language and the
apis of the net framework to present the content in a way that professional programmers will value above all other books brief
introductions to the language and net runtime provide the needed preparation for programming with the c language whose keywords
and syntax are then detailed in subsequent chapters next c in a nutshell presents key namespaces and types of the net framework
base class library which provides much of the functionality and power of the language using c examples the net framework covers
each core area including strings collections xml networking input output serialization assemblies reflection custom attributes memory
management threading integrating with native dlls integrating with com components diagnostics determined to provide even more
value c in a nutshell moves into a comprehensive language reference plus syntax xml documentation tags naming and coding
conventions and the various c development tools the kind of reference material programmers will use every day next an extensive and
quick reference to the api is presented featuring the system namespace particularly useful are the many figures and tables that
present the main features of the namespace for those looking create alternatives to microsoft s implementation of the c programming
language and the common language infrastructure as submitted to ecma an international standards organization each element
included in the ecma submission is clearly labeled finally the entire reference is based on version 1 of the net framework and
generated by tools written in the c language itself every once in a while a book becomes the de facto standard for a technology
operating system or programming language which is exactly what c in a nutshell aims to do in a single straightforward and easy to use
volume
UNIX in a Nutshell 1999 the bestselling most informative unix reference book ever written is now more complete and up to date you
may have seen unix quick reference guides but you ve never seen anything like unix in a nutshell unix in a nutshell is a complete
reference containing all commands and options along with generous descriptions and examples that put the commands in context the
third edition of unix in a nutshell includes thorough coverage of unix system v release 4 and solaris 7 author arnold robbins has added
the latest information about sixty new unix commands shell syntax sh csh and the 1988 and 1993 versions of ksh regular expressions
vi and ex commands as well as newly updated emacs information sed and awk commands troff and related commands and macros with
a new section on refer make rcs version 5 7 and sccs commands obsolete commands in addition there is a new unix bibliography to
guide the reader to further reading about the unix environment if you currently use unix svr4 or if you re a solaris user you ll want this
book unix in a nutshell is the most comprehensive quick reference on the market a must for any unix user
Web Design in a Nutshell 1999 design in a nutshellcontains the nitty gritty on everything you need to know to design pages it s the
good stuff without the fluff written and organized so that answers can be found quickly written by veteran designer jennifer niederst
this book provides quick access to the wide range of front end technologies and techniques from which designers and authors must
draw it is an excellent reference for html 4 0 tags including tables frames and cascading style sheets with special attention given to
browser support and platform idiosyncrasies the html section is more than a reference work though it details strange behavior in



tables for instance and gives ideas and workarounds for using tables and frames on your site design in a nutshell also covers
multimedia and interactivity audio and video and emerging technologies like dynamic html xml embedded fonts and
internationalization the book includes discussions of the environment monitors and browsers a complete reference to html and server
side includes including browser support for every tag and attribute chapters on creating gif jpeg and png graphics including designing
with the palette information on multimedia and interactivity including audio video flash shockwave and javascript detailed tutorial and
reference on cascading style sheets including an appendix of browser compatibility information appendices detailing html tags
attributes deprecated tags proprietary tags and css compatibility
PC Hardware in a Nutshell 2003-07-24 pc hardware in a nutshell is the practical guide to buying building upgrading and repairing
intel based pcs a longtime favorite among pc users the third edition of the book now contains useful information for people running
either windows or linux operating systems written for novices and seasoned professionals alike the book is packed with useful and
unbiased information including how to advice for specific components ample reference material and a comprehensive case study on
building a pc in addition to coverage of the fundamentals and general tips about working on pcs the book includes chapters focusing
on motherboards processors memory floppies hard drives optical drives tape devices video devices input devices audio components
communications power supplies and maintenance special emphasis is given to upgrading and troubleshooting existing equipment so
you can get the most from your existing investments this new edition is expanded to include detailed information about the latest
motherboards and chipsets from amd intel sis and via extensive coverage of the pentium 4 and the latest amd processors including the
athlon xp mp full details about new hard drive standards including the latest scsi standards ata 133 serial ata and the new 48 bit big
drive ata interface extended coverage of dvd drives including dvd ram dvd r rw and dvd r rw details about flat panel displays including
how to choose one and why you might not want to new chapters on serial communications parallel communications and usb
communications including usb 2 0 enhanced troubleshooting coverage pc hardware in a nutshell 3rd edition provides independent
useful and practical information in a no nonsense manner with specific recommendations on components based on real world testing
over time it will help you make intelligent informed decisions about buying building upgrading and repairing pcs in a cost effective
manner that will help you maximize new or existing computer hardware systems it s loaded with real world advice presented in a
concise style that clearly delivers just the information you want without your having to hunt for it
Windows 98 in a Nutshell 1999 in a concise and clear format o reilly and mott deliver all the pertinent information that windows 98
users will need to know the readers get both the nitty gritty details and the bigger context as they learn about the active desktop file
management and basic communication features
Linux in a Nutshell 2000 a comprehensive guide to buying building upgrading and repairing intel based pcs for novices and seasoned
professionals alike this guide features buying guidelines how to advice on installing configuring and troubleshooting specific
components plus ample reference material and a complete case study on building a pc from components
PC Hardware in a Nutshell 2000 windows vista in a nutshell documents everything there is to know about the newest version of the
world s most widely used operating system this desktop reference is dedicated to making the computer safer easier and more fun
Windows Vista in a Nutshell 2006-12-22 one in a series of nutshell computer guides internet in a nutshell offers a quick reference
to the internet valerie quercia includes coverage of popular software for the world wide news e mail and chat



Internet in a Nutshell 1997 everything you need to know about linux is in this book written by stephen figgins ellen siever robert love
and arnold robbins people with years of active participation in the linux community linux in a nutshell sixth edition thoroughly covers
programming tools system and network administration tools the shell editors and lilo and grub boot loaders this updated edition offers
a tighter focus on linux system essentials as well as more coverage of new capabilities such as virtualization wireless network
management and revision control with git it also highlights the most important options for using the vast number of linux commands
you ll find many helpful new tips and techniques in this reference whether you re new to this operating system or have been using it
for years get the linux commands for system administration and network management use hundreds of the most important shell
commands available on linux understand the bash shell command line interpreter search and process text with regular expressions
manage your servers via virtualization with xen and vmware use the emacs text editor and development environment as well as the vi
ex and vim text manipulation tools process text files with the sed editor and the gawk programming language manage source code
with subversion and git
Linux in a Nutshell 2009-09-19 python was recently ranked as today s most popular programming language on the tiobe index
thanks to its broad applicability to design and prototyping to testing deployment and maintenance with this updated fourth edition you
ll learn how to get the most out of python whether you re a professional programmer or someone who needs this language to solve
problems in a particular field carefully curated by recognized experts in python this new edition focuses on version 3 10 bringing this
seminal work on the python language fully up to date on five version releases including preview coverage of upcoming 3 11 features
this handy guide will help you learn how python represents data and program as objects understand the value and uses of type
annotations examine which language features appeared in which recent versions discover how to use modern python idiomatically
learn ways to structure python projects appropriately understand how to debug python code
UML in a Nutshell 1998 this reference book first examines how vbscript is used in active server pages windows script host outlook
forms programming and client side scripting for internet explorer then documents vbscript statements and functions as well as
scripting runtime object models annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or
Python in a Nutshell 2023-01-17 to the point authoritative no nonsense solutions have always been a trademark of o reilly books the
in a nutshell books have earned a solid reputation in the field as the well thumbed references that sit beside the knowledgeable
developer s keyboard c in a nutshell lives up to the in a nutshell promise c in a nutshell is a lean focused reference that offers practical
examples for the most important most often used aspects of c c in a nutshell packs an enormous amount of information on c and the
many libraries used with it in an indispensable quick reference for those who live in a deadline driven world and need the facts but not
the frills the book s language reference is organized first by topic followed by an alphabetical reference to the language s keywords
complete with syntax summaries and pointers to the topic references the library reference is organized by header file and each library
chapter and class declaration presents the classes and types in alphabetical order for easy lookup cross references link related
methods classes and other key features this is an ideal resource for students as well as professional programmers when you re
programming you need answers to questions about language syntax or parameters required by library routines quickly what for
example is the c syntax to define an alias for a namespace just how do you create and use an iterator to work with the contents of a
standard library container c in a nutshell is a concise desktop reference that answers these questions putting the full power of this



flexible adaptable but somewhat difficult to master language at every c programmer s fingertips
VBScript in a Nutshell 2000 linux in a nutshellcovers the core commands available on common linux distributions this isn t a scaled
down quick reference of common commands but a complete reference containing all user programming administration and
networking commands contents include commands with complete lists of options shell syntax for thebash csh andtcshshells pattern
matching emacs vi andexediting commands sedandgawkcommands software development commands this book also documents a wide
range of gnu tools for unix users who have gnu versions of standard unix tools you ll find all the essential commands you need to run
your system as well as all the commands that historically have been included on unix systems specialized packages included in most
distributions of linux are not covered linux in a nutshellis a must for any linux user it weighs less than a stack of manual pages but
gives you everything you need for common day to day use
C++ In a Nutshell 2003-05-08 includes 5 bestselling java books on cd rom cover
Linux in a Nutshell 1997 serving as both a fast paced tutorial and a reference this guide meets the needs of two primary audiences
programmers who want a quick introduction to using the bcl and those who want a reference in book form
Lingo in a Nutshell 2005-01-01 this concise reference covers the mac os 9 1 and mac os x versions of applescript
Java in a Nutshell 1997 this updated edition of java in a nutshell not only helps experienced java programmers get the most out of java
versions 9 through 11 it s also a learning path for new developers chock full of examples that demonstrate how to take complete
advantage of modern java apis and development best practices this thoroughly revised book includes new material on java
concurrency utilities the book s first section provides a fast paced no fluff introduction to the java programming language and the core
runtime aspects of the java platform the second section is a reference to core concepts and apis that explains how to perform real
programming work in the java environment get up to speed on language details including java 9 11 changes learn object oriented
programming using basic java syntax explore generics enumerations annotations and lambda expressions understand basic techniques
used in object oriented design examine concurrency and memory and how they re intertwined work with java collections and handle
common data formats delve into java s latest i o apis including asynchronous channels use nashorn to execute javascript on the java
virtual machine become familiar with development tools in openjdk
VB.NET Core Classes in a Nutshell 2002 offers a reference to key c programming concepts covering language elements syntax
datatypes and tasks
AppleScript in a Nutshell 2001 do you have too many books about the and not enough space on your bookshelf webmaster in a
nutshelltakes all the essential reference information for the and pulls it together into one slim volume this book is a quick reference
for anyone who does work on the content providers programmers and administrators alike webmaster in a nutshellcovers html 3 2 the
markup language for documents cgi for creating interactive content on the javascript a scripting language that can be embedded
directly into html html extensions by netscape navigator 3 0 and microsoft internet explorer 3 0 examples and descriptions of the html
tags for creating frames tables and fill in forms http 1 1 the underlying protocol that drives the configuration for the apache ncsa cern
netscape and website servers perl 5 the programming language used most often for cgi wincgi the cgi interface for windows based
programming languages cookies for maintaining state between multiple instances of cgi java and javascript programs webmaster in a
nutshellbreaks up these topics into concise distinct chapters designed to make it easy to find the information you want at a moment s



notice this is a book that anyone working seriously on the will find indispensable
The X WINDOW System in a Nutshell 1991 anyone who installs windows 2000 creates a user or adds a printer is a 2000 system
administrator this book supplies the tools for performing the important day to day administrative tasks in a handy easy to look up
alphabetical reference and addresses the problems associated with bridging the gap between the windows nt and windows 2000
platform
Java in a Nutshell 2018-12-03 a quick reference for anyone who is doing enterprise development with java these pages cover the rmi
idl jdbc jndi and java servlet apis providing a fast paced tutorial on each of the technologies
C# in a Nutshell 2003 sql is the language of databases it s used to create and maintain database objects place data into those objects
query the data modify the data and finally delete data that is no longer needed databases lie at the heart of many if not most business
applications chances are very good that if you re involved with software development you re using sql to some degree and if you re
using sql you should own a good reference to the language while it s a standardized language actual implementations of sql are
anything but standard vendor variation abounds and that s where this book comes into play sql in a nutshell second edition is a
practical and useful command reference for sql2003 the latest release of the sql language the book presents each of the sql2003
statements and describes their usage and syntax not only from the point of view of the standard itself but also as implemented by each
of the five major database platforms db2 oracle mysql postgresql and sql server each statement reference includes the command
syntax by vendor a description and informative examples that illustrate important concepts and uses and sql is not just about
statements also important are datatypes and the vast library of built in sql functions that is so necessary in getting real work done this
book documents those datatypes and functions both as described in the standard and as implemented by the various vendors this
edition also includes detailed information about the newer window function syntax that is supported in db2 and oracle sql in a nutsbell
second edition is not only a convenient reference guide for experienced sql programmers analysts and database administrators it s
also a great resource for consultants and others who need to be familiar with the various sql dialects across many platforms
Linux in a Nutshell 2000 this reference guide addresses the awareness the managerial aspect and the technical issues of the year
2000 computer dilemma providing a compact compendium of solutions and reference information useful for addressing the problem
Webmaster in a Nutshell 1996 director in a nutshell is the most concise and complete guide available for macromedia director 7 the
premier multimedia authoring tool it addresses new features in director 7 and shockwave 7 but also covers earlier versions for those
still working with director 5 6 and 6 5 director in a nutshell condenses hundreds of director tips and techniques into a desktop quick
reference that is a must have addition to every director developer s library it covers director s core components the cast score stage
sprites and animation delivery and optimization projectors shockwave and the new system player and shockmachine and media
elements video audio swa bitmaps jpeg gifs animated gifs texts fonts fields buttons menus cursors dialog boxes film loops flash and
vector shapes director in a nutshell is the only book to integrate director s multiple facets into a comprehensive discussion of each
topic including all related lingo commands the reader gets both the nitty gritty details and the bigger context in which to use them it
highlights cross platform differences for developers under both windows 3 1 95 98 nt and the macintosh it includes details on
optimizing performance memory usage productivity tips keyboard shortcuts coordinate systems palettes the paint window movies in a
window xtras shockwave audio quicktime 3 and director 7 s new features including dot notation vector shapes compressed fonts sprite



transformations rotation skew quad flip new lingo and the multiuser and xml xtras director in a nutshell is a high end handbook at a
low end price an indispensable desktop reference for every director user
Windows 2000 Administration in a Nutshell 2001 this is a concise yet thorough reference to c 3 0 programming as implemented in
microsoft s visual studio 2008 c 3 0 in a nutshell gets right to the point covering the essentials of language syntax and usage as well as
the parts of the net base class libraries you need to build working applications but unlike earlier editions this book is now organized
entirely around concepts and use cases providing greater depth and readability c 3 0 introduces the most significant enhancements
yet to the programming language and c 3 0 in a nutshell delves deep into the subject while assuming minimal prior knowledge of c
making it accessible to anyone with a reasonable background in programming in addition to the language the book covers the net clr
and the core framework assemblies along with the unified querying syntax called language integrated query linq which bridges the
traditional divide between programs and their data sources free of clutter and long introductions this book provides a map of c 3 0
knowledge in a succinct and unified style opening chapters concentrate purely on c starting with the basics of syntax types and
variables and finishing with advanced topics such as unsafe code and preprocessor directives later chapters cover the core net 3 5
framework including such topics as linq xml collections i o and networking memory management reflection attributes security
threading application domains and native interoperability designed as a handbook for daily use c 3 0 in a nutshell is an ideal
companion to any of the vast array of books that focus on an applied technology such as wpf asp net or wcf the areas of the language
and net framework that such books omit this one covers in detail
Java Enterprise in a Nutshell 1999 dreamweaver in a nutshell distills all dreamweaver features commands and shortcuts into an
indispensable desktop reference for users of all levels it covers everything from the basics to advanced topics in dreamweaver
including document creation site management templates libraries navigation bars frames layers table image maps css and html styles
xml html cleanup tools and extending dreamweaver functions and functionality you ll benefit from the power user tips and tricks many
useful examples and the authors real world experience dreamweaver in a nutshell focuses on dreamweaver but also applies to
dreamweaver ultradev rather than teach html and web design from scratch the book helps you leverage your existing knowledge
inside dreamweaver it is the perfect companion to o reilly s design in a nutshell and the o reilly html javascript and css books included
in dreamweaver s reference panel
Student Workbook Java in a Nutshell 2006-10 asp in a nutshell provides the high quality reference documentation that web
application developers really need to create effective active server pages it focuses on how features are used in a real application and
highlights little known or undocumented features this book also includes an overview of the interaction between the latest release of
internet information server version 5 and asp 3 0 with an introduction to the iis object model and the objects it comprises the
examples shown in this section and throughout the book are illustrated in vbscript the main components of this book are active server
pages introduction brief overview of the asp application paradigm with examples in vbscript also included is an introduction to
microsoft s internet information server 5 0 the iis object model and the objects that it comprises object reference each object is
discussed in the following manner descriptions properties collections methods events accessory files required dlls and remarks
including real world uses tips and tricks and author s experience where applicable the objects application response request server
session objectcontext and asperror as well as asp directives global asa and server side includes all follow this paradigm component



reference this section follows the same paradigm found in object reference the discussion covers all of the additional components
included with iis such as activex data objects the ad rotator the browser capabilities component the file system object and more
appendixes gives examples in one or two objects and components using perl rexx and python in asp like other books in the in a
nutshell series this book offers the facts including critical background information in a no nonsense manner that users will refer to
again and again it is a detailed reference that enables even experienced web developers to advance their asp applications to new
levels
SQL in a Nutshell 2004 newly updated for visual studio net 2003 the second edition of this book covers application and web service
development custom controls data access security deployment and error handling also contains new material on web application
development for mobile devices plus an overview of the class libraries
UNIX in a Nutshell 1986 need to learn statistics as part of your job or want some help passing a statistics course statistics in a
nutshell is a clear and concise introduction and reference that s perfect for anyone with no previous background in the subject this
book gives you a solid understanding of statistics without being too simple yet without the numbing complexity of most college texts
you get a firm grasp of the fundamentals and a hands on understanding of how to apply them before moving on to the more advanced
material that follows each chapter presents you with easy to follow descriptions illustrated by graphics formulas and plenty of solved
examples before you know it you ll learn to apply statistical reasoning and statistical techniques from basic concepts of probability and
hypothesis testing to multivariate analysis organized into four distinct sections statistics in a nutshell offers you introductory material
different ways to think about statistics basic concepts of measurement and probability theory data management for statistical analysis
research design and experimental design how to critique statistics presented by others basic inferential statistics basic concepts of
inferential statistics the concept of correlation when it is and is not an appropriate measure of association dichotomous and
categorical data the distinction between parametric and nonparametric statistics advanced inferential techniques the general linear
model analysis of variance anova and manova multiple linear regression specialized techniques business and quality improvement
statistics medical and public health statistics educational and psychological statistics unlike many introductory books on the subject
statistics in a nutshell doesn t omit important material in an effort to dumb it down and this book is far more practical than most
college texts which tend to over emphasize calculation without teaching you when and how to apply different statistical tests with
statistics in a nutshell you learn how to perform most common statistical analyses and understand statistical techniques presented in
research articles if you need to know how to use a wide range of statistical techniques without getting in over your head this is the
book you want
Year 2000 in a Nutshell 1998 the opening chapters discuss the delphi object model runtime type information and concurrent
programming while the bulk of the book is a language reference with every keyword directive function procedure variable class
method and property that is part of delphi pascal annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or
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